
 

MEDOC SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING 

 

This document is a brief explanation of the Medoc software programming for 

beginners. 

 

Detailed programming instruction will be learned throughout this module. Basically a 

programme of logic statements must be formed using either logic statements or 

graphic symbols. The basic commands which the PLC understands are shown below 

along with the Mnemonic and symbol. These vary from manufacturer to 

manufacturer. Those shown  are for the Mitsubishi PLC. 

 

 

 

 
 

The items entered in square brackets and Vee brackets must be followed by a 

designation number (relay number). In the case of STL the symbol appears after the 

square bracket has been entered. The symbol does not exist on the panel. 

 

The Medoc program is a menu driven system for programming Mitsubishi PLCs. 

Programming my be done in ladder form or listing form. Programmes may be edited, 

tested, saved and monitored. The programme is downloaded to a PLC using a special 

serial interface connected to the serial port of the computer. 

 

STARTING 

 

Type  cd\medoc        and press enter 

Type medoc               and the programme starts with the opening screen. 

 



OPENING SCREEN 

 

The opening screen gives the main menu as follows. 

 

SELECT FUNCTION 

START EDIT TRANSF

ER 

PRINT FILES OPTION

S 

QUIT 

OPEN NEW LIST PC 

CHANG

E 

SAVE QUICK MAKE 

LIB 

 

The function is selected by use of the arrow keys to highlight the appropriate word. 

The sub-menu for each selection is shown and changes as you move the arrow keys. 

Pressing the enter key brings the sub-menu up with further instructions or sub-menus 

shown below that. For example if start is entered the screen shows the following. 

 

OPEN NEW 

PROJ 

LIST 

PROJ 

PC 

CHANG

E 

SAVE QUICK MAKE 

LIB 

Opens new project on disc. 

 

Pressing ESCAPE returns to the previous menu level. 

 

CREATING NEW PROJECT 

 

Enter START and then  NEW  PROJ brings up a screen with a list of PLC types. You 

must highlight the type being used which will normally be F1/F2 and press enter. You 

are then prompted to enter a name for the project which should be typed in and 

entered. You would probably want to enter a programme at this stage so you should 

go back to the main menu by pressing escape and then select edit. 

 

OPENING AN EXISTING PROJECT 

 

Select  OPEN and a screen appears with a list of projects already saved. Highlight the 

project to be opened and press enter. You would probably want to enter a programme 

at this stage so you should go back to the main menu by pressing escape and then 

select edit. 

 

EDITING 

Editing is the way you create and alter your programme. Go to the opening menu 

(using escape key) and highlight edit. This brings up the following menu. 

 

HEADER NAME INSTR LADDER    

 

To programme in ladder form highlight LADDER and press enter. To use instruction 

mode highlight INSTR and press enter. 

 



LADDER MODE 

In order to enter the work area press F2.  In order to enter graphics you must then 

press F7. You must follow the instructions on the screen. Press the number key for the 

symbol required and then enter the assignment number of the symbol. REMEMBER 

that the number is preceded by X for inputs, Y for outputs, M for auxiliary relays, T 

for timers, C for counters and S for setting relays (for step ladder mode). 

 

In order to leave this screen you must press F7 which converts the ladder into an 

instruction set. Press F2 to get back to the menu. You should save the programme by 

highlighting save. You may also test it to see if there are any programming errors. 

 

TRANSFER MENU 

 

Highlight TRANSFER in the main menu and press enter. You should obtain the 

following sub-menu. 

 

MED>PC PC>MED

OC 

VERIFY GPP SETUP   

 

Note the software refers to the PLC as a PC and so MED>PC means from the 

computer into the PLC. 

 

This menu gives you the option of downloading your programme to the PLC or 

uploading the programme in the PLC into the computer. Remember the run switch 

must be off or the transfers will fail. 

 

VERIFY compares the programme in the PLC with the one in the computer to see if 

they are identical. 

GPP enables you to exchange programmes with a Graphics programming Panel (if 

you have a correct connecting cable) 

SETUP enables you to configure the communication port on the computer. Normally 

the mouse is connected to COM1 so Medoc should communicate with the PLC 

through COM2. 

 

MONITOR 

This is an extremely useful function but it is well hidden in the menus. In order to 

monitor the PLC as it runs you must go through the same procedure as for editing. In 

ladder mode, press F2 to enter the work area. Press F8 and you can monitor the status 

of each item. If an input or output is on, it is highlighted. The status of timers, 

counters and registers are displayed at the bottom of the screen. Pressing F5 at this 

stage enables the counter, timer or register to be specified. 

 

HELP is obtained by pressing F3. 

 

This information should enable you to get going with Medoc. You should be able to 

find out what the other features do by exploring the menus. a complete reference 

manual is available should you need it. 

 

NAME 

 



A useful feature is to give a more recognisable name to your inputs and outputs so 

that for example X400 becomes START BUTTON or Y432 becomes CONVEYOR 

MOTOR. To do this in EDIT MODE go to NAME and press ENTER. You then get a 

list of all the inputs and outputs and yu can enter names and comments. 

 

During editing, you can change the lable by pressing F2 after entering the symbol 

number and first letter. 


